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The oriGin, :!?urposeand effoot of most statutory
z-equd r-eme n t s are sometimes 'conf'usLrig to lawyers. To
the laymen, they are larcely unintelligible. The
requirements of writin.:;and consent are no exceptions
to this ~ In this paper, an attempt ha's been made
to traoe the ori(3"in,purpose and ef'f'ecbs of non-
oomp1ianoe with either of the requirements of writing
and consent in respeot of contracts for the sale of
land in Kenya.

Sale o:f land obviously inoludes a sale of
interest in land such as a lease or charge. My rAgret,
howe ve r , is that time and space oould no t aLf.o w me to
make any thorou~h goin~ research in all aspects o:f sale
of land in Ke rrya, Co n soque n tLy , to make my Lnve stLga tLon
at least u se f'u.L, I have in this paper, f'ocn ssed my
attention to the sale of absolute p r-o pz-Le tor-ah.Lp of land
although I have, by way of illustrations ref~~red to
leases and cha r-ge s, I should howe ve r-, not be understood
to imply that the research I have made on this aspect
is exhaustive. This is due to the fact that I was
mainly r-e aeaz-chdng in the University of Na Lr-o bL Library,
which I wa s obviously sharinG l-rith other r-e acle r-s arid mc.Ln l.y
because in this library, books are not collected from
desks and shelved in their resp~ctive shelves re~11arly.
So it could take me hours, if not days be:fore I could
get a mere report book. Some readers of this paper
are therefore, likely to find something missing and
others may even find the Vie1-TS herein expressed contrary
to their o,~. In either case, the paper may be taken
as a basis for further research.

Hy sincere gratitute is to my Supervisor in
the paper, 1>lr.Peter Horton wLthout who se invaluable
and generous assistance this paper won Ld not have been
a success in anv satisfactory degree. I am also
indebted to Hes~rs Ok;th Ogendo and Kama.u T~uria; both
of' the Faculty of Law', University of' Nadr-ob i , I also
extend my thanks to the f'oLl.owd.ng r>-

(1) Nr. Jose~h O. Naraga, my brother, who :financed the
typing of this paper.

(2) Hiss Perus C. dosoti who corrected some typing errors
and at her own ve xpe nee eave me three photostat (~,
copies of the paper.
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INTRODUCTION:
This paper is concerned with the statutory requirements

of writing and consent in respect of contracts for the sale
of land in Kellyao The narrow focus of the discussion to only
these two requirements willt it is hoped, illuminate a significant
feature of each requirement. That is, preventing fraud and
maintaining a general governmental supervision over all dealings
in land in the country. Before proceeding to deal with these
requirements it is important to first understand what is meant by
the term "land" and the expression.a ttcontract for the sale of land"
in Kenya. In this chapter both land and a con+rao t for the sale of
Land Ln Kenya are defined. In chapters 2 and 3 an attempt will be
made to trace the origin and the rationale behind having the
requirements of writing and con~ent respectively. In the course
of the discussion, it is hoped to demonstrate the effect of non-
compliance with each of them. Finally, in chapter 4 ~oncluding
remarks will be made pin-pointing on the injustice, if anYt
engendered by the requirements and suggestions as tl..) what the
position "shou Ld bell for the requirenrents to be equitable.

DEFINITION OF LAND:.
Land, which in Kenya is so~etimos referred to as immovable

property, to a lawyer is noe the virgin rent-bearing soil and other
natural resources of economic theory. It ~s much moreo Kenyan Actc
have defined it variously depending on the objects of each, but in
substance the definitions are similar. For instance the Trusts of
Land Act 1 has defined it as follows ~

n 'Land' includes land of any tenure, and mines and minerals,
whether or not held apart from the surface, building
(whether the division is horizcntal, vertical or made in
any other way) and other immovable property; also a rent,
easement, right, privilege or benefit in land."

The Interpretation and General Provisions Act 2 defines it as
follows

It 'Immovable propertYt includes land, whether covered by
water or not, an estate, right, interest or easement in
or over any land and things attached to the earth or
permanently fastened to anything attached to the earth,
and includes a debt secured by mortgage or charge on
immovable property."

Various writers 3 have in substance also defined it in the same way.
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In general terms therefore, land can be said to be the soil

and all things on and attached to it and those underneath it. A
lawyer in defining it however, does not stop there. He goes
further to adopt an old latin tag cujus est solum, ejus uDgue and
coelmet ad infcros. (He who owns the surface owns it to the
heavens and the ;e-pths of the earth) 4-.

Taking any of the above definitions, one would think that
anything on and, particularly that attached to the land, forms
part of it hence should come within the ambit of its definition.
That however is not the case. Several things, albeit, attached
to land have been ex=luded from the definition of lando These
include the following -

(1) Industrial growing crops for instance wheat, rice,
cabbages and any other crop cultivated year by year. These are
regarded as goods.

(2) Crops whi~h are not industrial in the above s~nse of
being cultivated year by year but are nevertheless a natural
product of land. These include standing timber and grass5 the
contract for the sale of which must be such that the property ir.
them is only to pass after severance, otherwise they form part of
the land ~ence should come within its definition - (see Settlement
Fund Trustee V. Nurani6) -

(3) Fixtures. None of the Kenyan Acts haa specifically
defined the term Itfixtures". But their definitivus of land have
alluded to the definition of fixtures. In part~cular, the
R.T.A.7 i.n defining land provides that land include::;IIthings
embedded or rooted in the earth or attached to what is embedded
for the pe~manent beneficial enjo~ent of that to which is
attached or pe r-man en t.Ly fastened to anything so embe dded , rooted
or attached ••• It

Thus fixtures are "chattels which are so fixed to the land or to
a b~ilding on land as to become infact part thereof.lt8

They are so sufficiently annexed to the land that the law has to
regard them as part of the land: Quicquid Plant~tur Solo, Solo
cedit (whatever is annexed to the land forms part of it).

"So sufficiently 8.nnexedlt does not however tell us the
0\.

exact annexation required to turn a chattel into~fixture hence
part of the land. The determination of this is a question of
law for the judge to decide and the decision depends entirely
on the merits of each case. To ease the problem alittle, two
criteria have been devi6ed, namely the deeree and the object
of annexation.~------"'r~a~~~on or ~~~ies,

------------------~~
w:l.<;.rUIJ. l.rlt;: plL.Lv ..••"'" 'OJ'",. ,
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subsequently sinks into the ground.
a distiction between lands under
FIXTUHES UNDER ~H:SToP.A.

A chattel is deemed to be a fixture when it has actually
been fastened to or connected with land or a building on land.
Mere juxtaposition or the laying of an articlet however heavy,
on land does not ~)rima facie make it a fixture even though it

On this criterion there is
T.P,.A..and those under R.•L.,

The Kenyan law under the T.P.Ao does not stop at mere
annexation as it has been held 9 tllat the maxtm Quicquid
Plantatur Solo, Solo cedit does not apply to Kenya. It goes
farther to require the chattel to be annexed with some amount
of "permanency" in order to turn it into a fixture. In Viriji &
Awadh V. Abdulrcham 10 where the question rJi>.S whether the
corrugated iron sheets which were annexed to a plinth which in
turn was embedded in the earth were chattels or fixtures,
Nodera, J. held that they were chattels. He said that the
definition of land as embodied in the R.T.A. and the other of
immovable property in the T.P.A. and in the Intcr?r3tation cr
General Clauses Act and indeed in the L.A4Ae~1 and the L.T.A.12
reveals a prerequisite of "per-manency'", He ea.Ld,

"though the plinth may well have been embp.dded in the
earth the evidence does not satisfy me that this building
vias of such a 'permanent' nature to warrant a fi.rldingthat
it was either part of the Ilandt or was 'immovable propertytll.

Noting the difference in the position of law under the T.P.A. on
this point between Kenya and England, he said,

"Had the building been governed by the provisions of the
Law of Property Act, 1925 applIcable in the United
Kingdom, the position might well ha"Te been different".

On the authority of this case and that; of Saleh V, Hassan 13,
one can say that wattle and ruud houses with corrugated iron
roofs in Kenya in the lands under the ToP.A. are chattles
because they are not "permanent" but of a temporary nature.
The authorities also show that the amount of annexation
required to turn a chattel into a fixture is greater under
the T.P.A. in Kenya than it io in England.

FIXTURES UNDER THE R.L.A.
The proposition that the maxim Quicquid Plantatur Solo, Sol~

~edit does not under the T.P.A. apply to Kenya because a chattel
requires to be annexed with some amount of "permanencyll to turn
it into a fixture, is however of a limited application. This is
because most of the land in Kenya has been brought, by regis-

_'" ..1-'. __ -r-. T A , ..L1_
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of the R.L.A., the law on this point is basically the same in
Ke~ya as it is in England. That is to say, the maxim Quicguid
Plantantur Solo, Solo cedit applies to almost the whole of Kenya.

The other criterion for the determination of what is a chattel
or a fixture is the object of' annexation. The test here is whether
an article has been fixed for its convenient use as a chnttel and
it has all along been intended to continue to be a chattel, or
for the more convenient use as land or building. If it is "for
the permanent beneficial enjoyment of that to which it is
attached, ,,15 then it is a fix:fure and not a chattel. Blaill.,urnt.Js.

gave an example of seats secured on the floor of a cinema hall or
statues which he said are fixtureso ~ut "if ston"'s are deposited
in a builders yeard", he said, "and for the sake of convenience
stacked one on top of_ another they are not fixtures"16• In Shaw
Vo Shah 17)Lane Ag, J. held that what is annexed to the land for
the beneficial use and improveme~t of the property and permanent
enjoyment becomes part of the land.

The law has however been relaxed on this p0int in favour
of tenants. They are allowed to remove ornamp.ntal <l:lddomestic
fixtu.res and others which come within the Il!eaningof the term
"trade" or "tenant" fixtures. These are articles which the
tenant has attached to the property for his own convenient use
and has intended them to, all along, remain chattels. They
include even huts he has built on the land which~ unless otherwise
stated 18 he can remove, without occasioning substantial damage to
the property,19 before the expiry of his tenancy@

Once, follovling the above criter:i:a,it has been determined
that an article is a fixture, it forms part of the land and comes
within the definition of lando If, on the other hand it is a
chatt~l. it is not a fixture and does not come within the
definition of land, even if it is annexed to land or something

•
embedded in land.

Vfuere a piece of land is mortgaged, fixtures pass to the
mortgagee even though no specific mention of them is made in the
mortgage deed and even if they have been added to the land later
by the mortgagor. Simiiarly as between the vendor and the
purchaser, in the absence of any express reservation, fixtures pass
to the purchaser even without specific mention and these include
artioles which as between the landlord and tenant would have
been tenant fixtures.
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A CON'rR.lI.CT FOR THE SALE OF L.\ND:

A contract for the sale of land is '~EcdL~~~84~~
f IQRMlY"landil us defined above. Although it is a special type of contract,

sale of

like any ordinary contract, it is governed by the general principles
of the law of contract 20.

In Kenya, no Act of Parliament has specifically defined a
"contract for the sale of landl! it has however, been included in
the term "disposition" used in most Acts dealing with land.
Section 2 of the R.L.A. defines "disposition" to mean.

/ "any act by a proprietor whereby his rights in or over his
land, lease or charge are affected but does not include an
agreement to transfer a lease or charge."

An agreement to lease or charge a piece of land is therefore, by
this definition, a ccn t.r-ac t for the sale of land', But as stated
earlier 21 we are here mainly concerned with the sale of an
absolute proprietorship.

This definition does not give us a clear picture as to what
exactly is the contract for the sale of lando One or tWG
definitions given by writers might make this clearo

We,1ton, R, has defined it as "a contract whereby one legal
person called the vender, agrees to convey by the appropriate legal
~ethod to another legal person called the purchaser some land or
some interest in l&ndt in consideration of a sum of money called
the price,,22. It is sometimes called an estate contract defined as,

tlAuy contract by an estate orme r or by a person entitled at
the date of the contract to have a legal p.state conveyed to
him, to conveyor create a legal estate including a contract
conferring either expressly or by statutory implicati~n a
valid option to purchase, a right or pre-emption or other
like right" 23.

Two important elements can be noted i~ th!s last definitiono
Firstly, tr.e contract must be "a contract to create or convey a
legal estate". This may be a transfer from a proprip.tor to a
trustee who will hold the legal ownership as diJtinct from the
benefi!ial ownershi:!'which is vested in the cestui que trust
for whom the trustee buys and holds it. It may also be a transfer
from a proprietor or even from a trustee to another person who
will hold both the legal and beneficial ownership. Secondly, the
contract may be by the "estate owner or by a person entitled at
the date of the contract to have the legal estate conveyed to
him". The latter may be a beneficiary who, at the date of the
contract is entitled to have the legal estate conveyed to him.
This emphasizes the legal capacity to enter into a co~tract
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the beneficiary must be of age and of sound mind as the law 2
does not allow infants to hold land~

A contract for the sale le.nd. although it is a special type
of contract, like any other ccntract, can take any form provided
it is evidenced in writing to be enforceable 25. It can be oral,
by correspondence, by auction by the exercise of the option to
purchase or even by compulsory acquisition of land. What is
important in each case is the proof of a binding contract.26
""here it is oral and later reduced into writing, it must be shown
that all the terms and conditions orally agreed upon have been
recorded. If it is by correspondence, a perusal of all the
documents exchanged must reveal couaensue It!.t some point. If
by auction the rule is that the auctioneer must read all the
terms and conditions of sale before the commencement of the sale
and the bidders are bound by those conditions and terms 270 The
highest bidder becomes the purchaser at the fall of the hamr.er -
Payne V. Cave 28e When it is by compulsory ac~uisition it must
be in accordance with the provisions of the L.A.Ao Here the
contract is a binding one when the notice of acquisition has
been given under section 6 of that Act. If theTe is any
purported withdrawal of the notice, the owner of the land can,
if he wishes, proceed with mandamus - see R.V.Hungerfood

.Harket Co. 29

DISCLOSURE OF MATERIAL FAC~:
Since contracts for the sale of land are a special type of

contracts, the law imposes certain obligations on the vendor in
respect of the description of the property and disclosure of soree
material facts. However; they 3.re not contracts Ifubertrl.maefidei
in which there is an absolute duty upon each party to make full
disclosure to the other of all material facts of which he has
knoVlledge,,30• The vendor does not, for instance, have to
disclose even patent defects 0f the quality of the property
which are discoverable by inspection and ordinary vigilance on
the part of the purchaser. Unless there has been an a~tive
concealment of the said patent defects by the vendor, the maxim
caveat e~ntor applies here. But the vendor has to disclose
latent defects which he has knowledge of and which the purchaser
cannot discover by ordinary inspection and also the defects of
title exemplified by encumbrances 31 (see section 55 - T.P.A.)

The purcl~ser on the other hand must not hurry the vendor
into thesonclusion of the contract before the vendor has had
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~fuere these facts are not disclosed or where there is any concealxent
of the patent defects, or if they are disclosed then they are misrepresente
or there is any fraud on either party, the contract can be avoided or
rescinded at the instance of either part Yo

CONSEqUENCES O}' A BINDInG CONTRACT PENDING EXECUTION

GENERAL PRINCIPLE~
Contracts for the sale of land are rarely concluded and completed with

a short time. They take months or even years before they are executedo

During the period pending execution, the purchaser may have paid a deposit
or part or even the whole of the purchase price. But as the rule is, unles
otherwise provided, the vendor remains in possession and has a lien on the
property for the balan~ in the purchase priceo During this time, the
purchaser has an equitable interest i~ the property and he is therefore
entitled to an equitable lien on the property for the amount he has paid.
The vendor from "the time you have a valid contract for the sale ••• ~_
becomes in equity a trustee for the purchaser of the astate o ••• and th~ ~:~
beneficial ownership passes to the purchaser,,32

o But he is a trustee in a
special and qualified sense because he has also an interest in the
property to the extent of the unpaid purchase pricee me has however to tak.,

nO,
reas~b£e care of the property in the interest of the purchaser. He must
not sell the property to any other person. If he does so and that other
person has notice of the previous sale, that other person becomes a
constructive trustee for the original purchaser.33 The purchaser,
however, bears the risks of fire, fall in value or any other calamity
which might befall the property and which is not caused by the vendor.
This general equitable principle does not however apply to Kenya.

Under the T.P.A.
Under the T.P.A. the foregoing equitable principle that the contract

creates in favour of the purchaser an equitable interest in the land, the
subject matter of the contractJ does not applyo Section 54 T.P.A.
provides that a contract for the sale of immovable property !ldoes not, of
itself, create an interest in 01' charge on such propertyo" Section 55
howe~er imposes a duty of care of the property on the vendor. It
provides that,

"so 55(i) The seller is bound -
(a) •••••••••••••••••••••••••

(d~ ••••••••••••• 0.000 •••• 008

(c) ••••••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 ••••
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(e) between the date of the contract of sale and the
delivery of the property, to take as much care of the
property and all documents of title relating thereto
which are in his possession as an owner of ordinary
prudence would take of such property and documents".

••This care includes ensuring that the property does not deteriorate in vall
In Abdul1a:'v. Shah 34 the committee of the Privy Council held that the
words "to take care of the property" in so55(i)(e) ToP.A. are not
restricted to the preservation of the property from physical deterioraticl~~ ,

o•.~) but~include deterioration in value. which had happened here due to the
vendors not tlli{ingthe care expected of theme In this case, there was
a contract for the sale vi a piece of land with buildings thereon at
River Road' in Nairobi. Before delivery t6~the purohasere, one of th3
tenants vacated part of the premises and the vendors without consultin~
the purchasers relet it. It was common ground that had the purchasers
been consulted, they would, have preferred having that part remaining
vacant to reletting it and Vlould have paid the vendors the part of the
rent they were entitled to. This is because owd.ng to the shortage of
acco~nodation in Nai~obi the value of the property if ocelivered to the
purchasers with the vacated part still vacant would have increased by

Shs.18,OOO/-0 The purchasers therefore sued for an order of specific
performance but with the abatement of the purchase price by Shs.18,000/-
ari~ it was grantedo

In$ouz~ ~gueiredo v. MoorinKs Hotel 35 where an agreement to
sub-lease some premises was not registered. the E.A.C.A. held that no
interest passed to the purchaser and that the equitable doctrine in
~alsh v. Landsdale ~. will not apply to Uganda to override the provisions
of an Act of Parliament. Also excluding tpe applicatio~ of the

..equitable doctrine in the Yalsh case is the case of A ~mo General V,
Suleiman 37,; Here there was a sale of land and the purchaser i.ad paid
the purchase price but before convey~nce by registration so~~
coconut trees on the l~~dwere sold and the purchaser relying on
WaJ,sh V. Londsdale claimed the proceeds of the sale. Law J held that
tithe right of the seller or buyer ••• to rents and prcfits are specificalJ
stated to be conditional on the passing of ownership". Until therefore t

tu..6!.- conveyance was executed and registered the purchaser acquired "no ri8ht tc
rents and profits in the said property, but only a charge on the land
in respect &r the pruchase price paidll

•
3S Section 57(1) of the R.T.A.

also provides that the purchaser can protect his "interest" by lodgi.r:g
a caveat with the Registrar of Titles.



Under the R.L.A.

Although section 163 o! the R.L.A. applies to Kenya the Princi!
of English Common law as modified by the doctrines of equity, the Se

section provides that these have to apply subject to the provisions
~e-Act. Section 38(1) which provides that no disposal of land shall be

effectual "to create, extinguish, transfer, vary or affect any estat
right or interest in the land ••• " except in accordance with the Act
read together with section 85(2) of the same Act which makes it clea
that an interest can only be created after registration, lD~e s.54 0

the T.P.A. exclude the applicatioL of equitable doctrine in Walsh V.
Londsdale.

It can therefore be said that in Kenya under both the T.P.A. an
the R.L.A. a contract for the sale of land ver se does not create in..
favour of the purchaser any interest in that land.

EXECUTION

A contract is executed when there is the complete transfer of t
estate to the purchaser and the final settlement of the business ~9
This must be done on the specified date unlesG time is not made of t
essence. In Syedha V. Jamil Engineering Co ••40 there was a contract

r the sale of land but time was not made of the essence. The purchase
was in financial straits and could not. complete the sale wi thin tl:e
time e:~pected. On a subsequent agree~ent, time was expressly mada
of the essence and the purchase paid a deposit which he undertook to
forfeit if he did not complete within the specified time thereof. H
did not. In an action for an order of specific performance, Pha0ke J

refusing to grant the order. prayed held that although time is gener,
~ not of the essence in ~ql.1.ity, here it· wa s expressly made of the

essence and since the purchaser undertook to forfeit the deposit he
had to, for "chancery mends no man's bargains"o

RESErtVATIorr OF EASEJ.:E:'ITS ete.

Easements of neoessity, for instance light and support, are
implied in favour of the grantor, vendor in this case. This is the
case where the vendor d:tsposes part of his property. ::Jutin the
grantee's, or purchaser's favour they have to be reserved expressly,

In Kenya therefore, a contract for the sale of land is one ~herf
an owner disposes of the soil and the things permanently attached to
it and does not tlof itself" create in favour of the purchaser qn

interes~ in that land until registered.
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CIL-\PTER2

THE P.EQUIREEENT OF VlRITING

The general rule of the law of contract is that there are
no formalities required in the creation of a contract. A
Contract may be created by \IIordof mouth, by writing, by
conduct or by a combination of two or three of theseol To this
general rule however, some statutes have created exceptions and
in that respect they have provided the form some contracts should
take 0 Among the exceptions, the most Duportant is a contract for the
sale of land or an interest in land which the law requires to be
i 't' 2n wr~ ~ngo

The statutory requirement of writing in respect to contracts
for the sale of land in Kenya has its oriein in. the Engliah law.
It is therefore pertinent at this point to und~rstand the
importance of the requirement and how it has developed ".lnderthe
English law.

~HGLISH HISTORY AND POLICY OF 'l'HE RB«,UIP.Ei-1EN'l' OF VlRITING~,

By· the latter half of the 17th century, English law accepted
mutual promises as founding contractual liability without any
proof of a quid pro qUO and yet the procedure in the courts and
the rules of evidence were not fully devel0ped to mete out

.justice. Not only were the juries entitled to decide from their
own knowledge apart from evidence, but also no proper control
could be exercised over their verdicts. To make it worse, some
ludicrous common law rule until the middle of the 19th century
forbade any person to testify in any proceedings in which he was
interested even if such a person was the only witness in the case~
This and the "confusion attending the rapid succession of civil
war, cromwellian dictatorship and restoration had encouraged
unscrupulous litigants to pursue false or groundless ~laims with
the help of manufactured evidence,,3. Tho result was a fr~quent
perpetration of fraud causing great hardship especially in cases
inVOlving land which was then almost the entire so~~ce of wealth
of the country. The English statute of Frauds 1677 ~~s therefore
enacted and avowed as its object the "prevention of many fraudulent
practices which are commonly end~voured to be upheld by perjury {...:.4 •.. ~
and subordination of perjury" •
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The draftmanship of the statute was so bad that in due course

when the law of evidence and the procedure in the law courts were
fully developed, it created greater hardship than it sought to
prevent, so it was repealedo5 Section 4 of the Act in so far as it
was governing contracts for the sale of land was repealed and
re-enacted with slight modifications by section 40 of the Law of
Property Act, 1925 which need not be set out as it is a
prototype of section 2(3) of the Kenyan Law of Contract (Amendment)
Act 1968, Which will be considered shortly. The justification for
this re-enactment was not only that these contracts were of
considerable importance but fairly complex.. So writing, it was
thought, could give the parties to such a contract an op:por-
tunity of seeing what they were letting themselves in for.

THE KENYAN HISTOr~Y AND POLICY OF THE REQlTIREI'$NTOF WRITING:
The Kenyan law of contract, during the colonial era and

until quite sometime after independence, did P.Dt con~ain the
requirement of writing in respect to contracts for the sale of
land. This is because by virtue of Article 4 of the E.A. Order
in Council·1897, the Indian contract Act 1872 end the Indian
Transfer of Property Act 1882 applied to Kenya in caaes dealing
with land and had no prov~s~on for the req-:lirementof writing.
This is further illustrated in ~nnett V~ Garvie 6 and in
Thaker V. Kaur 7. In Bennett V. Go.rvie the question was whether
a verbal contract for the sale of land could be specifically
enforced. Hamilton c.J" held that although the English statute
of Frauds required such a contract to be in writing, the above
mentioned statutes applying to Kenya did not contain the
requirement hence the contract could be 8pecifically enforced,
and that the statute of Frauds which applied to peculiar
circumstances in England canr-otbe ~alled in to vary the law.
Giving re~sons why the statute ca~not apply to Kenya, he said,

"what may be suitable to a highly civilized country like
England may be entirely unsuitable to a country such as
this where a small fraction of the population can read
and write and there are grave objection to holding that
an Act of this nature is suitable to some of the popula-
tion of the protectorate and not all, for that would
inevitably tend to an uncertain application of the lawo
t ¥Ihere the law is uncertain the people are unhappy'" ~ <"+
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The enactment of the Kenyan Law of Contract Act 1961 9 - ~

\7nich :£.'eplacedthe End i.an Contract Act 1872 10 and expressly
forbade the application of the English statute of Frauds 1677 to
Kenya did not make any change in this respect. So oral contracts
for the sale of land in Kenya continued to be enforceable until
1968 when the Law of Contract (Amendment) Act was enactedo

Meanwhile in 1968 the requirement had been introduced in the
R.L.A., section 38(2), but this was not universally applicable
as some parts of the country had not been brought under the ambit
of the R.L.Ao

The contract (Amendment) Act which
of s.38(2) of the R.L.A. superfluous and
of the Law of Contract provided that:

"No suit shall be brought upon a contract for the
-disposition of an interest in land unless the agreement
upon which the suit is founded, or some memorandum or
note thereof is in writing, and signed by the party to
be charged or by some person authorised by him to sign

rendered a greater part
amended section 2(3) : .L

J J

it."

The objects of this enactment, 1ilte those of the English statute of
Frauds 1677, were to prevent fraudo The Attorney General,
ltro Njonjo, -introducing it in Parliament said that the transactions
inVOlving land are not only important but equally complicated and
protracted be4ause of various rights and obligations to which land
can be subject. This calls for careful examination and the
government felt it necessary to have them reduced to writing.
TaLldng of the fraud which might be perpetrated where a contract is
made orally and where there are no witnesses, the A.G. said.

" ••• imagine the difficulties which can arise, particularly
when we have a number of our people, at the present time,
who are what I call 'smart alecs', people who are prepared
to exploit the ignorance of the ordinary man~ people who
take the advantage of an illiterate person •••• That is
why ••• these transactions should be reduced to writing
in order to avoid this kind of difficulty." 11

THE HE1-iOHANDUM:
•Although section 38(2) of the R.L.A. (as amer.jed) does not

tell us what should go into th~ memorandum or note, the phrase "No
suit shall be brOUGht upon a contract ••• 11 can be constr\led to
mean that all the essential terms of the contract must be contained
in the memorandum. Under the English common law, which is by
section 163-R.L.A. applied to Kenya, the position is that the
memorandum can take any form so long as the essential terms
appear on it and it can be in any language. It can also be in
parts, but in that case there must be a nexus between the parts
and it must be shovillto be a memorandum of the contract entered
into. 12 Hore importantly the memorandum should express the
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intention of the parties and sufficiently identify them, 13 and
the property. It does not have to be contempraneous with the me~ng
of the contract, but must be in existence before the suit is filedo14

Once the essential terms of the contract have been recorded, the
law does not bother about trifles.15
SIGNATURE Oli' THE PARTY TO BE CHARGED:

The Act only requires the signature of the party to be charged
~because he is:the one apt to deny the existence of the contract. The

signature can take any form. For instance it may be in full names,
initials and it can be type.,written or printed:6 It can be in
the middle) at the top or at the end of the documento

Where the signing is by the agent of the party to be charged.
it must be shown that the agent had the defendant party's authority
to sign it on his behalf. In Ramraji Coffee Estate V'. O'tano Est.ate 17
where there \'I&.s an alleged contract for the sale of land sLgn ed by an
advocate acting for the defendant party, it was held that the
defendant company was not bound by that contract because it had not
authorized the advocate to siGn the contract on its behalf and that
an advocate does not bind his client unless the latter expressly

18authorizes him. In Abel Salim V. Okongo (unreported) where there
was an oral agreement to lease some premises in Nairobi, it was held
that the agreement was unenforceable not only because it was not in
writing but also because it had to be signed by the party to be charged.

- - - - - - 0- - - - - - - -

"ERSil r ut- \"tAM_!.o.

Ll RAllY
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EFFECTS OF NON-COl1PLIANCE:iITH 'l'EE RE(;UIREH~;N['lfflE4ilittTtttG:

Sectioll 38(1) of the RoL.A. provides that any le..nddisposition

16

whi.ch is not in accordance with the provisions of that Act is
lIineffectual to create, extinguish, transfer, vary or effect any
estate, right or interest in land •.••11 This Act (as amended) and
which provides that, "No suit shall be brought upon a contract •••
unless it is in vli-iting,1Iread together with section 85(2) of the
same Actv makes it clear that the contract itself is not void but
,no suit shall be br~ught upon it.

Under the English common law, which, as it has been reiterated,
is applied to Kenyct by section 163 of the R.L.A., the position is
the same as in Kenya and has been stated 'as follows -

ItThe effect ••• is not to render void a contract which does
not comply therewith, nor to make it ;illegal but to make a
note or memorandum in writing indispensable evidence in
proceeding to enforce itoll 19

T 1/ 1120he aim is to make. it unenforceable by the courts$
In a recent Kenyan case of Abel Salim V. Okongo 2~ (unreported)

this waG reiterated in clear terms. In that case, there was an oral
agreement to lease certain premises in Nairobi. The plain.tiffs who
had paid a deposit and obtained a receipt went and checked the
premises in case they needed any repairs and placed a lock on the
door. The premises were leased to the third defendant. Consequently
the plaintiffs sued for an order cf specific performance and damages.
The Kenya High Court, Muli, J. held to the effect that the contract
having not been reduced to writing, it was not only unenforceable but
was also void. The appeal to the E.A.C.A. 'was dismissed not because
it was void but merely unenforceable. l'Iustaffa,J .A. disagreeing
with Muli J" said that there was clearly a valid contract but
unenforceable ~or waht of writing. He said that "the Act deals with
enforceability in a court of law of a lease and not with its validityll.

For any non-compliance to be regarded 8.S a triviality and the
contract to be enforceable by action, it must be shovm that it did
not occasion substantial prejudice to the persons for whose benefit
th . t f 't' . t d d 22e requ~remen 0 wr~ ~ng was ~n en e 0

Even without the clarity in the wording of the statute, applying
tihe common law principles of interpretation one would still arrive at
the same conclusion. Dealing with procedural and formal requirements,
De Smith 23 said that in determining what is the effect of non-comp-
liance with statutory requirement,
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lithe whole scope and purpose of the enactment must be considere
and one must assess the' importance of the provision that has
been disreearded and the relation of the urovision to the
general object intended to be secured by the Act," 24

.kith6ugh De Smith was dealing with procedural matters, the general
principle of interpretation he enunciated is applicable in the
present c~se. Twcing the whole scope ane purpose of the enactment
af the Law of Contract (Amendment) Act, as that of the English
~~atute of Frauds, it is clear that it was intended to prevent
f?aud. The A.G., giving the object and p~rpose of the Act, said
%~ ~hd did not indicate anywhere that the c0~tracts made in
~~~ravention thereof would be absolutely void or illegal.

;EXCEPTIONS 1'0 THE REQUIREMENT OF lft'RITING;
.:3:.: ~PART PERFO?I·:ANCE:

:Notwithstandi~g the
~fere still entered intoo

statute of Frauds 1677, or~l contracts
A party to such contract wanting to
repudiate it and plead the requirementfg'et:out of it could later

CCf···writingin the statute as a defence. Equity, on the maxim that
"iiEquity will not allow a statute to be used as an instrument of
ffraud", -stepped in to give relief to this kind of fraud by the
2.application of the doctrine of "part pe~"forma.ncell.,25 This is
\~'vJherethe party being defrauded has t pursuant to the oral
o.agreement, partly or wholly performed his part of the contract.
:In~'most cases the other party leads him into performing :Lt. This
ciaoe:trine is clearly an amelioration of the rigours of the cemmon
l~a?~because under the common law, that a contract had been partlyand coula not be enforced
P~erTormed was immateriaJjii it was not in ~riting.

··After the plaintiff has partly performed part of it, the
c~-on~rac~ is at that stage, said to be beyond the ambit of the

,
ss~atute.8tating the law on this point, the Earl of Selbourne L.C.
i~Y~ddiso~ V, Alderson 26 said:

::""Ina suit founded on such part performance the defendant is
r~really-Ichargedl upon the equities resulting from the acts
~-done in execution of the contract and not (vdthin the
~ meaning of the statute) upon the contract itself. If such
e-equities were excluded injustice of a kind which the statute

cannot be thought to have in contemplation would follow."
:tThe-statute had. in contemplation a simple case in which one is
'CJ.cliarged'on the contract only "and not that in which there are
e~equ~ties resulting from res gestae subsequent to and arising fro=.
-'~ .- t .L" I IT' t h' V Con f . 27 th ~ A C A h ld th t--the can rac~. n ~1 c 1ng 0 on~orZ1 e ~. • •• e a
'-.where there has been part perfonmance the plaintiff is not seeki~g
:, to enforce an unenforceable contract but another contract which is
e: enf oreea bLe ,

{.
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This equitable doctrine of part performance after having

applied to Kenya for sometime 28 was incorporated in explicit
terrr.cin the proviso to s.38(2) of the RoL.A. (as amended). It
is therefore an established principle of the Kenyan law of
contract which 'li3:llcontinue to supply "the want of formal
execution of a contract." 29 and render it enforceable.

It is important, however, to note that the doctrine only
applies to those cases to which the equitable remedy of specific
performanc~_ can be granted. There must also be a binding
contract 60 that the acts of part performance taken t'ogether are
unequivocally attributable to a recognition of the validity of

7.0
the alleged contract. J

ACTS OF PART PERFORI'1ANCE:

Not every act done pursuant to an oral contract can be said to
constitute part perfor~ance of the contract. It was said in the
11addison case that tithe acts of part performance relied upon must
be such as to be consistent with the aGreement alleged and with
no other title." They must be unequivocally referrable exclusively
to the agreement so that the existence of the contract is the only
reasonable inference to be drawn from the fact that they have
been done.

The payment of the purchase price or part thereof has been held
not to constitute an act of part performance.3l The Earl of
Selbourne L.C. in the Maddison case said that the payment of the
money is an equivocal act not (in itself) until the connection is
established by parol evidence indicative of the contract alleged.
If however the payment of the purchase price has been accompanied
by, say, taking phssession of the property, then those are
sufficient acts of part performance. The rationale of holding
the p~yment of the price alone as not a sufficient act of part
performance is that the plaintiff's status ~cant with least
inconvenience, be restored. That is why in Abel Salim V~Okon~o
(above) the learned Justice of Appeal seemed not to regard the

d-1"'Ctl~<Rd7F"""-" ~U r~>~ ~~"-~O_L~E ~r .,~- -.._, n h_ d ~~
I1symen"{; o a .J!f"" I!Ia:!!~e ao: :w~p #~«.

F t ac~of part perLor. suffiG·uU. T'h'e ~1.8jn~8* ~he 20ckthe premJ.ses as r ac.i, 0
a lease enforceable. ss~on of the

oral agreement for . t-'r~ng posse ~t constJ.tute ~
the door apparently did no

on

pretd.seso
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29 SALE PURSUf"::iT TO An ORDER OF THE COURT:

This is another exception to the requirement of writing
because the nature of the transaction precludes the mischief
which the statute is intended to prevent.

3. FAILURE TO PLEAD ImH-GOHPLIANCE::

Where the defendant does not plead in his defence non-
compliance with the requirement of writing, he is taken to have
connived it and he is accordingly bound by the oral agrement.

32In Parry V. C~rson there was an oral transfer of an equitable
interest in shares in a sisal company to the plaintiff. In an
action by the plaintiff to enforce her ,interest against the
executor of her deceased father's estate, the executor did not
plead in his,,'defence non-compliance with the requirement of
writing, and the Tanzania High Court, Sir Ra1uh Windham C.J.

J

held that the ~laintiff was entitled to enforce her interest
because the dei"endant did not plead non-compliance with the
requirement. Re said,

liThe statute of Frauds was not pleaded in any of the wl'itten
statements of defence u ." and yet. "OG. it is laid dOVIn in
very clear terms by 008, r.2, of the Indian Civil Procedure
Rules, tlL~t the defendant must raise by his pleading all
matters 'shich show the suit not to be maintainable HO: I
therefore hold that if s.9 of the statute of Frauds is being
relied on2 it must be pleaded 00011 33

4. WHERE THE DEFENDANT HAS FRAUDULENTLY CAUSED THE FAILU~E OF VJRITING.

¥fuere the defendant has fraudulently caused the failure of
writing he will not be allowed to plead non-compliance with the
statutory requirement because "equity will not allow a statute to
be used as an instrument of fraud."

ConclusivelYt it can therefore be said that failure to comply
wi.th the requirement of writing which is meant to prevent fraud
does not make a contract void or illegal, but unenforceable unless
there is a sufXicient act of party performance.

- - - - - - -0- - - - - - -

WEJltSITY Of ~A,~1If&
IIRR(l.PV
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CH..<\PTER 3
THE RSQ.UIREHEr~'l' OF CONSENT

A. CONSENT FOR SAL:2S OF AG~UCULTURAL LA!-lDS

In developing countries whose economill.Sdepend, in the main, on
agriculture, the success of agricultural planning schemes is of
crucial importance. This in turn depends on the availability "f
suitable agricultural land which unfortunately is scarce in Kenya.
The articulation of land policies in ways most f'avourable for the
effective.'.and proper utilization of this acar-c e ecunomic resource
does therefore not only become important but alsv imperative. This ~
calls for effective 6ontrol of dealings in agricultural lands which
has been achieved by requiring all transactions inyolving disposals
of or dealings in agricultural lands to get the consent of the land
control board~ ~or the the area where the land c~hcerned is situated.

The purposes the requirement of consent is intended to serve
can hardly be seen even by reading b9tween the lines of the provisions
of the L.C;A. which provides for it. However, a study of the political
economic and social cirCltmstances prevailing in the country before,
during and after the enactment of the la.nd c0ntrol legislation
preceding this Act, clearly show the said purposes and how they have
varied with t~e right from the beginning of the colonial era to the
present day.

THE HISTORY AND POLICY OF THE REQUIREVilil{T OF CONSENT I2.URING THE
COLONIAL ER~.

The requirement of consent made its appearance in the Kenyan
statute bo ok as ear-Ly as 1897 when, pur-suan t to the E.A. Order
in-council 18992, the Cummissioner of the E.A. Protectorate
promulgated the Land Regulations 18~7. The Regulations invalidated
any transfer of any interest in l~nd from any native of any part of
the Protectorate outside the Sultan's dominions to any of Her
V~jesty's subjects or any foreign sovereign without the approval of
the Collec~or of the district in which the land was situatedo The
Commissioner was actuated to promulgate these regulations by the
increasing number of land sales between the natives outside the
Sultan's dominions and the early European settlers who did not ID~e ~~
the conditions 3 of occupation of the lands allocated to them by
the Commissioner. The regulations were intended to prevent the
problems of title to the lands which were thought could inevitably
arise if it could later be discovered that the ownership of the land

I.
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The Crown Lands Ordinance 1915, which repealed and replaced
the Crovm Lands Ordinance 1902, prohibited in section 70, as amended
by the Crown Lands (Amendment) OrdLnance 1944,5 Transactions in
agricultural land between persons 01 different races and transfers of
shares in a company holding land withcut the written consent of the
Governor. This was intended inter 'l1i-~ to prevent Africans and
Asians from getting into the White Highlands which were reserved

ifor European Se ttLemen t cnLy, ,

This intention is clearly manifest from the objects of the
Amendment Ordinance - to remedy a defect in the existing law. The
defect was the non-provision in the Crown Land s Ordinance 1915 for the
control of transfers of shares in land holiing companies which are not
land transactions. Stating its policy, the colonial Government said:

"There f6 no need to run over all the grounds ••• as to the
reservatio~ of land in the Highlands for E~ropean ownership and
occupation; ,that is the decla!'ed policy of this Government and
the Imperial Government and it is the poli~y that is being

rigorously acted upon 000116 The statement continued that:
'lIt is desired therefore to take steps to ensure that the

intentions of His Majestyls Government in this matter shall
be properly carried out."'?

This continued to be the only purpose for controlling transactions
and dealings in agricultural Land until 'ch e 19lj,0,c:; when control was
also necessary for the purpcses of ~ffective and proper land use.

The world wide depression of 1930s and the Second World War had
the combined effect of creating in the colony greater demand for
agricultural products, especially the cereal crops, than the
settler economy could cope with. This called for government action
to promote such production and this was done by legislative control
over land usage and dealings in the Highlands. Hitherto, the
government had allowed the settlers to use their parcels of land the
way the::"likedo In answer the to the criticisms levelled against
such measures it was said that "••• the day has gone when private
interests of an individual should be allowed to override the

8i.nterests of the community.1l So the government went ahead and
enacted the Land Control Ordinance 1944, implementing th-e- Lands
Tenure Committee of 1941's recommendations of control. The
Committee had noted that "any system of land tenure would be
unsatisfactory which permitted unrestricted transfer and unres-
tricted use or misuse of landoll9
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The purposes and objects of the Land Control Ordinance were
stated as:

lito further the interests of White Settlement in'the White
Highlands of Kenyall, and lito ensure that the most beneficial
use is made of land in the White Highlands to give the
Governor pmwer to acquire land for settlement purposes and
to prevent speculation in agricultural land ••0,,10

The Ordinance established a control Board which, on the advice of "',:
the Highland Board, could recommend to the Governor as to whether
he should or should not give his consent to a proposed land transaction.
It had also to recommend to the Governor as to any land in the
Highlands which was not being effectively used to be compulsorily
acquired for settlement purposes.

By early 1950s, it was realised that inspite of the organization
and control of land use in the Highlands, the output from there could
not meet the internal demand let alone the eA-port demand. Consequently
the government thought that the African areas should similarly be
controlled and organised to increase the production~ll Hitherto there
had been no control over land use and dealings in these areas. The
government, however, realised that effecfive control over land
dealings was difficulty if not impossible without, first, the
individualization of land titleso So the Land Registration (special
Areas) Ordinance 1959 12 was passed and provided an opportunity for
control which started with the enactcient of the Lands Control
(Native Lands) Ordinance 1959.13

In addition to ensuring proper and effective land use in the
Native areas, the Land Control (Native Lands) Ordinance was intended
to prevent social and economic problems which, it was thought, were
an inevitable consequence of the individualisation of land titles.
The E.A. Royal Co~~ission and.the Working Party had noted that with the
individualisation of titles Africans might, to solv~ their immediate
short term financial problems, dispose of their lands indiscriminately
leaving their families destitute, or use the titles to secure loans
which night place them in a chronic state of indebtedness. So the
Ordinance implemented these views as well as ensuring that frag- {.,
mentation culminating into uneconomic parcels was preventedo It
established land control boards as that in the Highlands which, prior
to giving consent, had to ensure that any disposal or dealing in land
in these areas did not result into any of these problems.
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Thls land control policy,6';us intended to secure effective and /which

proper use of the land.to prevent Africans and Asians from going
into the V.'hiteHiGhlandst to prevent chronic indebtedness on the
part of Africans, and to prevent lane fragmentation into uneconomic
sizes; continued up to independence.

THE PURPOSES OF THE REqUIREHE:!.'JTOF CONSENT IN T!:!I?~):OS,T-COLOIUAT.JERA.
The advent of independence made little change in'~the land

".

,control policy. Effective and proper land use still remained the
most important purpose for land control legislation but the prevention
the Africans and Asians from getting land in the White Highlands as
VinuaL v.14 had noted did not survive independance. The dual
control legislation, that is the Land Control Ordinan~e 1944 and the
Land Control (Special Areas) Ordinance 1959 were fcV?rgedto give rise
to the 1963 Tr~lsitional provisions 15 providing, for the first time,
for uniform land control legislation. They were inten1ed to suit the
Regional Constitution and were to last for only tw'J years but in 1965
they 16 for further period of t,,"O that is, towere extended a 'Years, up
1967 when the present Land Control Act was enactedo

Except for the composition of the land control boards,17 the
L.C.A., 1967, did not, in substance, change the previous legielation.
Its objects and purposes as thoce of the pr~vious legislation were}
stated to be to ensure effective and proper land use, to prevent
fragmentation, to prevent the chronic state of indebtedness and to
prevent indiscriminate dispositions·and purchases geared to f~rther
speculative motiv~s. In addition to these, the Act also brought under
control, adopting the provisions of the C!'own Lands (Amendment)
Ordinance 1944i transfers of shares in l~ld holding private cODpanies
and co-operative societ-ies. It also c;ave effeot to sentiments
expressed in the National AssemLly in Nay 1967 18 that there should be
limited, or if possible no, dispositions of land to foreigners. So in
section 9(1)(c) of the Act we find that the board should refuse giving
its consent to a transaction intended to dispose land to a non-citizen
or to a private company or co-operative society all of whose members
are not citizens of Kenya. The foreigners will therefore 'iiotbe able
to purchase land in Kenya unless the President exercises the powers
vested in him by sections 2i and 2~of the Act.

The composition of the boards 19 and the absolute disarection
£riven to them by section 8 enables them to discharge their duties
properly. The board's decision is appeallable under section 11 to
the Provincial Land Control appeals Board.20 Further appeal is
allowed under section 13 to the Central Land Control appeals Board
whose decision "shall be final and conclusive and shall not be

21questioned in any court."
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13, CONSENT FOH SALES O:F' Lli.ND IN TO\'JNS:

Land dealings in towns and to\'mship$"J like those in agricul turaJ.

lands also require the consent of some authority who controls it.
In respect ~ government lands in towns whichtas provided by section 9

22of the G.L.A. t are not needed for public use can be divided into
plots which can be leased. That is to say that there are no sales
of absolute titles of government lands in towns. Instead there are salest

.: 23 24by auctlon, of leases for a term not exceeding 99 years, In
every such lease, section 18(1) provides for the requirenent of
consent as follows -

" •• o· there shall be an implied 0" covenant by the lessee not
to divide the plot and not to assign or subject any portion
thereof, except with the previous consent of the Commissioner
in wtitinG and in such a manner and upon such condition as he
may prescribed or require.1t

As to the other lands within towns which are owned by individuals,
or corporations or any other "person,,25, dealings therein which
include sales 26 require the consent of the interim authority which
is the local authority of the area 27 or the central authority~28

The purpose the requirement of consent is intended to serve
here as shown by the Land Planning Act Re~llations 1961 is to ensure
that whoever o~ns or holds land in tovm and in dealing with it does
so in conformity with the local authority's public health standards,
As Kanyeihwnba notes,29 the town or city has always held a magnetic
attraction for all manner of men and so there is an exodus of people
from the rural areas into the towns. That therefore necessitates
stringent control of land dealings in towns for the ~urpose 0f
maintain;ng public health and the requirement of consent acquires·
great significance as shown by the Land Planning Act Regul~tions 1961,
THE EFFECTS OF NON-COHPLIANCE WITH THE REQUIP.EHENT O? CO:TSENT:

(a) Agricultural Land:
Unlike in other areas, the legislature came out very clearly as...

to the effects of non-compliance with the requirement of consent in
respect to dealings in agricultural land. One only needs to read
6~ction 6 of the L.C.A. to know that any transaction involving a ~~
disposal of, or dealing with any agr-Lc uL tural land "is void for all
purposes unless tpe land control board for the land control area or
division has given its consent in respect of that transaction 0 •• "

Even an agreement to be a party to a controlled transaction 30
becomes void for all purposes if, after three months of the making of
the agreement no application for consent has been made. or if it has
been made it has been refused, then it is, after 30 days of its refusal
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or if an appeal against its refusal has been dismissed; void.

The courts have found little difficulty in interpreting these
provisions. In Chemelil V. Makongi 31 where consent was not obtained
for a lease of agricultural land, the court held that the transaction wa~
void. Unless eA~ressly stated, consent covers only one transactione
That is, if there is a lease with an option to renew or to purchase~
either of the options requires fresh consent notwithstanding that
consent was given to the leasing agreemento In Russell V. Principal
Registrar 32 consent was given to a lease with an option to purchase.
The parties, without applying for fresh consent, purported to
exercise the option but the P~~ncipalRegistrar refused to register it.
The parties contended that the consent given to the leasing agreement
covered the option and therefore they could exercise it wit~out
getting fresh consent. The Registrar contended otherwise. On
reference of the matter to the High court for its decision, the
Registrar's coritention that the consent given for the \ease did not

-, -,

.cover the option to purchase was upheld. The exercise of the optio~

required a separate consent. This is because, it has also been held,33
the lessee might die and his personal representative might not be esnc~?c

considered capable of developing the land as required, or the lessee
himself might, in consequence of illness or accident, not be able to
develoJ? the land or he might even acquire land elsewhere.

Although an agreement to ~e a party to a transaction inVOlving
agricultural land is also void for all purposes if consent has not
been obtained as provided by section 6 of the L.C.A., the making of the
agreement per se does not require consont. Consent is required to
effect it. In Denning V. Edwards 34 it was held that such an
agreement is valid and only becames.void if the pa~ties prior to
obtaining consent purport to effect~h The money or any other valuable
consideration paid under such an ag~eement which has subseque~tly been
declared void, it has been held in Cher:lelilV. Hak0ngi, is, without
any set-off on the profits~ped from the use of the land by the
n!lurchaser", recoverable as a civil debt. But no com:::>ensationis
payable on any buildings erected on the land the proposed sale of
which has not obtained consent.35

Where consent has been sought and refused, if anyone purports
to payor receive money or enters or remains in possession of land
in circumstances which give rise to a reasonable presumption that
that is done in furtherance of the avoided transaction, such a

person is guilty of an offence punishable under section ~~ 0 the L.L.A,
-------
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(b) Land in Towns:

Like in agricultural land, failure to obtain the Commissioner

of Lands' consent in respect of Government lands or the interim

or the central authority's consent in respect of any other lands

wi thin the ~own m,:kes any dealings in such lands null and void

absolutely. This is provided for by section 18(1) of the

G.L.A. and by Regulation 10(3) of the land planning Act

Regulations 1961 respectively. So any' dealings in agricultural,

lands and lands within towns which have not obtai~~a the

consent of the appropriate authority are void for all purposes.

- - - - - 0- -

IVE 5 TY OF N''''"·""",,,;,#
1I FiR)'
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIon AND RECG:Hl::NDATIONS:

In Kenya, save for the landR still under the T.P.A. which
comprise a neglisible fraction of the total area of the country,
land under the R.L.A. has been defined with reference to the maxim
g,uicquid Plantatur Solo. Solo cedito So an owner of a piece of land,
within the meaning of sections 27 and 28 of the H.L.A. ovms it subject

1to some matters of public interest up. to the heavens and depths of
the earth, and in disposing of it, he passes the same title to the
purchaser thereof. But, as has been noted a contfac~ for the sale of
land "does not of itself" pass an interest in the land to the purchaser
until the sale is completed by registration. This i..::;'because the
doctrine in ~lsh V. Londsdale has expressly been excluded from
applying to Kenya '!}ys054 of the T.PcA. and by necessary ir:!plication
in sections 38(1) and 85 of the RoL.A.

Taken at face value, this Loolcs quite an inequitable provision
having regard to the fact that these contracts take quite long
before they are completed. Courts are also of the same view and have
held that during this period pending completion, it is unfair to have
the vendor enjoying the possession of the land and the profits
accruing thereto and at the same time have the purchase money or part
thereof. But given the clear statutory provisions, they are unable
to apply the doctrine. Expressing his view on this, ~w, J•. in
Adm. Gen. V~ Suleiman said:

"••• it is obviously inequitable in the absence of express
stipulation that either party to a contract shouli at one and .
the same time enjoy the benefits flo~~ng from pO&deseion of the
property and those flowing from the possession of the purcha~e
money ••• fyou cannot,' said Knight - Bruce. L.C., ••_ 'have
both the money and the mud I 0.. But I am very doubtful whei.her
in the circumstances of this case equitable consi~erations can
be applied having re8o.rd to thp. clear statutory provisions." 2

~ ~.
But when looked at in theLPolicy consideration there is nothing Llight of
inequitable about the provisions. It is the declared po Ld.cy+o f the
government that the register should be conclusive evidence as to
who owns what interest in what land in the country. UOlding otherwise
would not only be defeating this policy, but TIould also be confusing
to the Kenyan masses TIho are largely illiterate. It is therefore
submitted that the provisions are not inequitous and should stand.
Moreover the purchaser's "interestlt is protected by s.55 of the T.P.A.
and he can also protect it further by lodgin~ caveat under sectjon
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a caution under section 131 of the R.L.A.
Writing.

The requirement of writing was not, until the enactment of the
R.L.A., provided for in the Kenyan law. This is because it was
undesirable having regard, as Hamilton, C.J. noted in Bennett V.
Garvie, to:-the fact that the bulk bf the Kenyan population was
illiterate. It is still largely illiterate hence it would seem
that the requirement is demandf.ng a little too much from the ordinary
man because, as the practice hRS shown, he has to go to a lawyer to heve
his agreement drafted for him end this is expensive. It can however
be ar gue d that it will even be more expensive for the same ordinary
man to enforce his legal rights against fraudulent claims instituted
by unscruplous people who Mr. Njonjo, A.G. has called "smart alecsl!
basing them o~·lImanufactured evidence.1f It is therefore submitted
that, inspite of its unfairness to the oruinary man, the requirement

purpose, i.ed preventing fraud and should beserves ~n important
Tigorousl:1enforced.
albeit, admittedly
his legal rights,

Going to a lawyer to have the agreement drafted,
expensive, will enlighten the ordinary man as to

if any, on such lend.

Consent.
The requirement of consent, unlike that of writing, goes to the

root of the contract. Non-compiance with it renders the contract
Hvoid for all purposes.1! Although a very important requirement, it
is to some extent inequitable in that money or any valuable
consideration paid under a transaction which, due to non-co~pliance
with iti has been declared void, is recoverable as a civil debt. In
Chemelil V. Nakongi, a leading authority on this proposition., newbold,
Ag. P. (as he then was) after holding that the profits reeped from
the land by the lessee cannot be reflected in the set-off'e on t ne

•amount to be recovered by him, he noted thet this is inequitable
when he said:

III cannot held feeling that where a person has agreed to a rental
for the sale of l2nd and has had the use of the iand then there
can be little justice in any claim :nade by him for the return
of the rent. It may be that the la~ ~ives him a right to the
return of the money paid for socetting which he has enjoyed, if{~
it does so, the courts have no alternative but to enforce the
law ••• .-"sEakongi had QSi f::>ctQ obtaLn ed the use of the land
in respect of which the payment Was m~de the result created •••
would appear to be most unjust but I find no escape from the
clear words of the paragraph ••• 11 3

-
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That is to say that both the parties having "o bbad.ne d v:hat they
contracted for, l1akongi the possession 2~d the use of the land

4demised and Chemelil the contractual rent", there was no
justification for Makongi having the right to recover the rent paid.

Inspite of this inequity, it can, however, be argued that this
is an impihrtant and indispensable requirement. This is because, as
it iswe11 known , Kenya's economy depends, in the main, on agr-LcuLtur e ,

I ' L..••~~h /~
It is therefore of crucial importance that the government?'dealings in l!Ef2.

-:t:
land for the social and economic welfare of the whole countryo In
any case the requirement clees not in.hibit the freedom of contract,
as in socialist states where the government owns all the land and
allots it to those who,'in its opinion, can use it profit8bly~ It
merely enables the government to have an upper hand in dealings
involving this important economic resource$ The practice has shown
that the vendors, in cases of sales of absolute ownership, nowadays
first ensure that consent has been obtained before any land dealing
lest they stand to lose. Leases do not pose eny problem arid :i.nfact
most of them do not obtain consent.

What instead would be recommended is the boards' thorough sc!'u.tin'.;t
of.the "purchasers'" development plans before giving consent. If

Ithey are geared at increesing provision for the purchasers sons
consent~ should accordingly be refused. Similarly, ccnsent should be
refused'where it is found that the purchaser is one who in Kenyan
parlance is described as a "telephone farmer!!. That is one who -::'y
virtue of his employment cannot properly manage his farm.

Another important point which merits consideratinn is -:he
question of land ceiling. Since the governmeht pulicy as
stipulated in the K..Uru Manifesto and in the Sessional Paper No .10 of
1965 places great emphasis on economic growth, and as ~he law
provides for the free enterprise economy, it is submitted ~~at unless
a land ceiling is fixed, most of the land in the country will end up
in the hands of a few under the pretex that they are economically
well to do and will develop it but will noto This is because it has
been said that "0 •• it would be wrong (for the boards) to turn down
an application on the grounds that a man already owns a bigger plot of
land, ,,5 hence the rich will continue accumulating land at the expense';''l!-
of those socially and economically poorly placed.
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From the foregoing, it can therefor0 be conclusively said that
the law relating to contracts for sale of land in Kenyaj and the
statutory requirements of writing and consent, inspite of any
inequity which might result from their existence, are very important
requirements and; should remain being applicable but with the
modifications here and there as already recommended and where it will
be found necessary to suit the countr.y's changing social and
economic ne ede , ..'

FOOTNOTES TO :rHZ CullC!:,lTSION:

10 See ss 4 - Mining Act Cap.306, 3 - ~ater Act Cap.372,

3 - Aerodromes (Control of Obstruction) Act Ca0396, 3

Ninerals Act Cap. 307 end 184 - .Agriculture ..il.ctCapo 318.

2. at Po516 Supra.

3. at P.168 Supra.

4. Per Spry, J.A. in Chemelil Vo Makongi Supra.

5. Arap Koitic - Permanent Secretary to the Hinistry

of Lands and Settlement - ill 19690 See IIHandbook for

the Guidance of Land Control Boards."
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